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1.Project About:

Creative Codes is an initiative that aims to create a

customizable game with the support of artificial intelligence

and maximize this experience.

It is built on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) with blockchain

technology. Thus, it promises you a great experience by

adding a new breath to the gaming industry.

Creative Codes, which allows you to develop games that

you will both have fun and earn, allows you to collaborate

and manage the process easily thanks to its wide network

structure.

2.Main Parts:

Creative Codes is a gaming platform that combines artificial

intelligence, customization and multiplayer functionality to

deliver an immersive and rewarding gaming experience.



The foundation of the platform is the

AIGameGeneration system, which uses advanced

algorithms and machine learning techniques. This system

can quickly and efficiently generate a wide range of

games. Players can personalize their gaming experience

with customization options including game themes,

characters, gameplay mechanics and more. Real-time

multiplayer functionality enables players to connect,

compete, and collaborate with friends and enjoy a

dynamic gaming experience together.

NFT integration provides players with ownership and

trading mechanisms for in-game assets and collectibles.

This allows players to convert their in-game assets into

real money and trade them with other players.

Creative Codes is an innovative platform with the

potential to revolutionize the gaming industry. The

platform offers players a unique and customizable

gaming experience, while providing developers with

new tools and opportunities to create new games.



3. Game Creation System:

AI Game Creation System is Creative Codes game

development engine. Developers can create unique and

exciting games using this engine. 

AI Game Creation System uses deep learning and neural

networks to analyze players' preferences, game mechanics

and in-game interactions. These analytics enable the

generation of immersive and engaging games. 

AI Game Creation System continuously improves itself

using player feedback and game data. This allows it to

deliver games that match players' preferences and

interests. 

Players can control the game creation process using

customization options. This allows them to create games

and personalized gaming experiences that match their

preferences.



4. Token Overview:

The AICREA Token plays an important role in the Creative

Codes ecosystem. It is used for various transactions such as

purchasing in-game items, accessing premium features,

participating in governance and voting. The AICREA token

acts as the same benchmark of value within the platform.

5. Technology And Development:

Creative Codes offers high quality and diverse games in the

gaming ecosystem using AI game production technology.

Deep learning and neural networks form the basis of the

AI system. These models and networks enable

sophisticated game creation processes, ensuring the

quality of games, their adaptation to player preferences

and enjoyable gaming experiences.

Creative Codes' infrastructure is designed to support

variability and ensure smooth operation. Scalable

architecture and server infrastructure are implemented to

meet the growing user base. This ensures a seamless

gaming experience even when demand increases.



Technologies such as Bitcoin Smart Chain provide

advantages to users in terms of efficiency, security and

cost-effectiveness.

Creative Codes uses encryption and data protection

protocols, prioritizing the security and privacy of its

users. Industry standard standard encryption protocols

ensure confidentiality and integrity by securing user

data. All smart contracts in the Creative Codes ecosystem

minimize vulnerabilities and risks with comprehensive

auditing processes by reputable third-party firms.

Creative Codes is a technology that has the potential to

transform the gaming ecosystem. Using technologies

such as artificial intelligence and blockchain, it aims to

increase the quality, diversity and accessibility of games.



6. Road Map:

Stages 1 (Q1 2023 - Q3 2023 ): Project Development and

Beta Versioning;

In this phase, the Creative Codes team starts refining the

project idea, developing the first beta version and

identifying the target audience of the project. The goal is to

build the foundation of the project and gather feedback

from early users and stakeholders.

Stages 2 (Q4 2023 - Q1 2024 ) : Feedback Collection;

To complete the development process of the Creative

Codes platform by receiving feedback from beta users and

make final adjustments to implement the first steps of the

project.

Stages 3 ( Q2 2024 ) : Performance Monitoring;

In this phase, we will monitor the servers on which the

project is running and the experience of the users to

ensure that they get the best performance. Our primary

goal will be to ensure that our users use a smooth

platform.



Stage 4 ( Q3 2024 ) : Community and Partnership

Structure;

In this phase, the goal is to create a platform for users and

other game developers to build a close-knit community of

cooperation. In this way, a better development can be

made by exchanging ideas between users, and joint

projects that developers can also take part in will be

published.

Stage 5 ( Q4 2024 ) : Project Launch;

We will start a brand new beginning with the developed

platform and beta version users. We will launch the

platform and start marketing activities.



7. Tokenomic:

Total Supply:

33.000.000.000


